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Positron-annihilation lifetime and positron-annihilation Doppler-broadening (PADB) spectroscopies have been employed to investigate the formation of vacancy-type compensation defects in n-type undoped liquid encapsulated Czochralski grown InP, which undergoes conduction-type conversions under high temperature annealing. N-type InP becomes p-type semiconducting by short time annealing at 700 °C, and then turns into n-type again after further annealing but with a much higher resistivity. Long time annealing at 950 °C makes the material semi-insulating. Positron lifetime measurements show that the positron average lifetime \( \tau_{\text{av}} \) increases from 245 ps to a higher value of 247 ps for the first n-type to p-type conversion and decreases to 240 ps for the ensuing p-type to n-type conversion. The value of \( \tau_{\text{av}} \) increases slightly to 242 ps upon further annealing and attains a value of 250 ps under 90 h annealing at 950 °C. These results together with those of PADB measurements are explained by the model proposed in our previous study. The correlation between the characteristics of positron annihilation and the conversions of conduction type indicates that the formation of vacancy-type defects and the progressive variation of their concentrations during annealing are related to the electrical properties of the bulk InP material.


I. INTRODUCTION

As an important material for the development of long wavelength optoelectronic and high frequency devices, InP has attracted a great deal of investigation in recent years. Growing interest and studies of the electrical properties of high purity InP crystal have revealed conduction-type conversions upon annealing and have led to further understanding of compensation mechanisms in this material. Similar to GaAs, where the formation of \( V_{\text{Ga}} \) related defects upon heat treatment were found to give rise to its conduction-type conversion, thermally induced intrinsic defects play important roles in the compensation process in InP. Thermally induced defects can, in generally, be detected by different techniques. However, the details of the evolution and interaction processes of these defects upon different annealing duration are still poorly understood.

In this work, positron-annihilation lifetime (PAL) and positron-annihilation Doppler-broadening (PADB) spectroscopies have been employed to study the formation of defects responsible for conduction-type conversions in undoped LEC-grown n-type InP. Being a sensitive method for vacancy-like defect probing, positron-annihilation techniques have been effectively used to characterize defects in semiconductor materials in past decades. Studies of defect identification by positron annihilation in InP have been carried out intensively in recent years. It has been found that positron average lifetimes of n-type materials are generally a few ps longer than those of p-type materials, indicating the presence of trapping defects.

However, we found in this study that there is a small increase of \( \tau_{\text{av}} \) after the n-type as-grown sample changes to p-type upon short time annealing at 700 °C. Further annealing for a longer duration reconverts the material back to n-type and gives rise to a shorter positron lifetime by a few ps. It is thought that some acceptor defects are thermally induced in the initial annealing process. These are probably responsible for the first type conversion and may well be the precursors of some donor defects causing the second conversion to n-type conduction with higher resistivity.

II. EXPERIMENT

The InP wafer used in this work was an n-type undoped LEC-grown single crystal, produced by the phosphorus \textit{in situ} injection technique. The samples were annealed in a sealed quartz tube with a 60 mbar phosphorus ambient at 700 °C for 5, 10, 20, 40, 80 h, respectively, and at 950 °C for 90 h. This phosphorus ambient prevents the InP samples from dissociation. The samples were then cooled down...
slowly to room temperature after annealing. Hall measurements were carried out at room temperature to characterize the electrical properties of the as-grown sample as well as those annealed ones.

Measurements by positron-annihilation lifetime (PAL) and positron-annihilation Doppler broadening (PADB) spectroscopies were carried out simultaneously. A fast-fast lifetime spectrometer with a time resolution (FWHM) of 235 ps was used to collect the PAL spectra. PADB spectra were collected by a high purity Ge detector in coincidence with a scintillator detector in order to eliminate high random background level. A 3 μCi 22NaCl positron source was directly deposited onto the surfaces of the samples, thus making the source annihilation and correction negligible. Each PAL and PADB spectrum contained 5 × 10⁶ counts and was subjected to off-line software stabilization.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the carrier concentrations and Hall mobilities of InP samples showing conduction-type conversions under different annealing duration at 700 °C. The 90 h annealing sample was annealed at 950 °C.

For the longer annealing durations of 20, 40, and 80 h, the samples were converted back to n-type conduction again. The Hall mobility increases while its electron concentration decreases. The semi-insulating (SI) state was obtained after annealing for 90 h at higher temperature of 950 °C. A reasonable explanation for these conduction-type conversions is that acceptorlike defects are formed at the earlier stage of annealing process, followed by the dissociation of the same and formation of donor defects upon further annealing.

The corresponding evolution of the positron average lifetime, τ_{av}, was observed and shown in Fig. 2. τ_{av} increases from 245 ps to 247 ps as the as-grown n-type sample became p-type conduction after 5 h annealing. Since the bulk positron lifetime τ_b of InP is around 236–241 ps, the longer lifetime of 245 ps indicates the existence of some vacancy trapping defects in the as-grown n-type sample. A positron lifetime component of 282 ps was observed and the corresponding trapping rate and defect concentration is found to be \( \approx 3.3 \times 10^8 \text{s}^{-1} \) and \( \approx 1.5 \times 10^{16} \text{cm}^{-3} \), respectively. It has been revealed earlier that \( V_{\text{In}}H_4 \) is the dominant shallow donor complex present in the as-grown InP and, on dissociation, positrons were found to be trapped at either \( V_{\text{In}} \) defects or hydrogen-\( V_{\text{In}} \) complexes, with a positron lifetime of 285 ps. After a short time annealing, the \( V_{\text{In}}H_4 \) complex dissociates into \( V_{\text{In}}H_n \) \( (n = 0,1,2,3) \) deep acceptorlike defects, turning the material into p-type conduction. The concentration of positron trapping sites, i.e., \( V_{\text{In}} \) and hydrogen-\( V_{\text{In}} \) complexes, increases and thus a longer τ_{av} is observed. On further annealing for a few more hours (i.e., a total of 10 h), τ_{av} decreases to 242 ps, and with the Fermi energy remaining essentially unchanged, this indicates the decrease of the \( V_{\text{In}} \) positron traps. This observation is consistent with the result of Hall measurements in Fig. 1, where
the hole concentration decreased slightly in comparison to that of the sample with 5 h annealing.

It is well known that the relation of the Fermi level to a defect’s ionization level in the band gap basically determines the defect’s ionization and charge state, consequently affecting the degree of positron trapping. Figure 3 shows the Fermi levels of samples with different annealing duration, together with the ionization levels of the common defects in InP. Earlier studies show that the $\tau_{av}$ of n-type material is generally a few ps longer than that of p-type material. This can naturally be explained in that $E_F$ is close to the conduction band for n-type material, and close to valence band for p-type material. Thus there are more neutral or negatively charged donorlike defects such as $V_p$ trapping positrons in n-type material than in p-type material. It should be noted, that $\tau_{av}$ of the as-grown n-type sample is slightly shorter than that of p-type samples converted by annealing. Although $E_F$ moves downward after the sample turns into p-type, those deep acceptor levels of hydrogen-$V_{In}$ complexes, produced through the dissociation upon annealing, might still be lower than the Fermi level as seen from Fig. 3. Therefore, positrons can be trapped into those defects causing a longer $\tau_{av}$ to be observed.

It has been suggested that donorlike defects form following the dissociation of the $V_{In}H_n$ acceptorlike defects formed during the annealing process. While the nature of these defects is not at present clear, the formation of $P_{In}^{2+}$, an EL2-like antisite deep donor defect, seems probable. Such defects are likely to form during annealing, since interstitial and sublattice site phosphorus atoms are likely to migrate to the $V_{In}$ related defects, forming the $P_{In}$ antisite defect. Thus the concentration of antisite defects increases, while that of vacancylike acceptor defect is expected to decrease. Consequently, the hole concentration and $\tau_{av}$ decreases for samples with an annealing duration of less than 20 h. Further annealing to cumulative times of more than 20 h causes the formed EL2-like donor defects to dominate and a conduction-type conversion from p-type back to n-type is observed. $\tau_{av}$ reaches its minimum value of around 240 ps, which is equivalent to its bulk lifetime value of 230–241 ps.

After the sample changed back to n-type conductivity, a small increase of $\tau_{av}$ was observed upon further annealing. This could be explained by the formation of $V_{In}P_{In}$ divacancies or hydrogen associated forms of this divacancy. A study shows that the Frenkel reaction is the dominant source of native point defects in InP. A large amount of $V_p$ monovacancies form after $P_p$ atoms migrate to interstitial sites and then to the neighboring $V_{In}$ vacancies, forming EL2-like $P_{In}$ antisite defects. $V_p$ vacancies, which are in the vicinity of $V_{In}$ vacancies, could then combine to form $V_{In}V_p$ divacancies through thermal diffusion. Positrons would then trap into those divacancies, giving rise to a longer $\tau_{av}$. A typical positron lifetime regime at 950 °C for 90 h. This is most likely not due to the formation of $V_{In}V_p$ divacancy but due to a large concentration of $V_p^{-}$, caused by excessive phosphorus out-diffusion.

Assuming the above picture the small increase of $\tau_{av}$ and its following saturation behavior after 20 h annealing also suggests that the formation of $V_{In}V_p$ divacancy was not so remarkable probably because the annealing temperature of 700 °C is not sufficient for thermally producing a high concentration of $V_{In}V_p$ divacancies. A much higher $\tau_{av}$ of 250 ps was observed for the sample annealed at 950 °C for 90 h. This is most likely not due to the formation of $V_{In}V_p$ divacancy but due to a large concentration of $V_{p}^{-}$, caused by excessive phosphorus out-diffusion.

Figure 4 shows the results of PADB measurements characterized by S and W parameters. The general trends of S and W values throughout the conduction-type conversions under different annealing durations are in good agreement with the above interpretation of the lifetime results. The slight increase of $S$-value and slight decrease of $W$-value (to point $D_1$) during the first conversion from n-type to p-type indicates an increase of defect trapping. As discussed above, this most likely to be due to a sharp increase in the negative or neutral charged $V_{In}H_n$ ($n = 0–3$) complexes at this moment that form on breakdown of the $V_{In}H_n^+$ shallow donor. At this point in the annealing, trapping into $V_p$ stops as this defect becomes positively charged when the Fermi energy lowers with no compensating $V_{In}H_n^+$. After annealing for 10–20 h brings the S parameter attains its lowest value—and from the lifetime result the point (B) obtained on the S-W plot can be identified as being very close to the bulk state. The drop in S-value probably derives from the reduction of the acceptorlike $V_{In}H_n$ defects caused by further thermal dissociation of these centers. The larger S values obtained for samples upon longer annealing duration indicate the formation of large size vacancy-type defects, such as the $V_{In}V_p$ divacancies (point $D_2$). Finally, throughout the longer annealing phosphorus will be lost from the sample. This is especially true at the 950 °C annealing. It is thus expected that $V_p$ will begin to play a dominant role especially as the Fermi-energy is now
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indicating a predominance of \( V \) for example, by considering their concentration variation, to characterize the defects in annealed InP more specifically; slow positron beam. Such measurements are planned in order the dependence of positron effective diffusion length by mean of Doppler-broadening, and the measurement of temperature PADB data requires that further studies be made. Such stud-
tions at 700 °C were detected by positron-annihilation tech-
niques. These defects, which can compensate each other, are responsible for the conduction-type conversions from as-
grown \( n \)-type to \( p \)-type, and then back to \( n \)-type with a higher resistivity. An increase of positron average lifetime \( \tau_{av} \) was observed after the first conversion from \( n \)-type to \( p \)-type, where the as-grown shallow donor \( V_{\text{In}}H_4 \) complex dissociated into acceptorlike defects, characterized by a posi-
itron lifetime of 285 ps. The formation of the antisite donor defect \( P_{\text{In}} \) causes the decrease of the concentration of va-
cency acceptors, consequently giving rise to the decrease of \( \tau_{av} \). \( V_{\text{In}}V_{\text{P}} \) divacancies can effectively form upon long time annealing at high temperatures, along with a possible con-
tversion to the semi-insulating state. The formation of these intrinsic defects is critical for the electrical properties of un-
doped LEC InP.
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**FIG. 4.** The \( S-W \) plot of PADB data taken on InP under different annealing durations. Points \( D_1 \), \( D_2 \), and \( D_3 \) are attributed to significant annihilation fractions in \( V_{\text{In}}H_2 \), \( V_{\text{In}}V_{\text{P}} \), and \( V_P \), respectively. The dotted line is drawn between the bulk state and the estimated \( V_P \) state and indicates that the primary defect in the as-grown and semi-insulating (SI) states is \( V_P \).

in the upper half of the band gap. Point \( D_3 \) is thus attributed to a significant fraction of \( V_P \) trapping, which is consistent with the fact that the as-grown sample lies on the \( D_3-B \) line, indicating a predominance of \( V_P \) trapping in the as-grown state.

The tentative nature of the interpretation of the PAL and PADB data requires that further studies be made. Such studies should include temperature dependent PAL, coincidence Doppler-broadening, and the measurement of temperature dependence of positron effective diffusion length by mean of slow positron beam. Such measurements are planned in order to characterize the defects in annealed InP more specifically; for example, by considering their concentration variation, trapping rates, and charge states.

**IV. CONCLUSIONS**

In summary, the formation of various vacancy type defects in undoped LEC InP upon annealing for different duration at 700 °C were detected by positron-annihilation tech-
niques. These defects, which can compensate each other, are responsible for the conduction-type conversions from as-
grown \( n \)-type to \( p \)-type, and then back to \( n \)-type with a higher resistivity. An increase of positron average lifetime \( \tau_{av} \) was observed after the first conversion from \( n \)-type to \( p \)-type, where the as-grown shallow donor \( V_{\text{In}}H_4 \) complex dissociated into acceptorlike defects, characterized by a posi-